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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
In a 1990 issue of Dialogue published by Yankee Book Peddlar, Gordon Graham was referred to as "the most respected elder statesman of publishing and bookselling." [1] I first met Mr. Graham at the 1990 Charleston Conference where he spoke on the topic "Publishers, Librarians, and the Eternal Triangle" (LAPT V. 15, no. 3, pp. 261-264). Our conversation at that time focused on his career in the publishing world, how he had been drawn into the library world, and his interest in electronic publishing and international publishing. Graham: LOGOS is not a new idea. It first came to me in 1974. I guess it touched me on the shoulder because in my publishing career I worked in three continents and travelled widely. This gave me an international sense. Also, I consorted enthusiastically with librarians and booksellers and have long felt that the book world is too compartmented, by both national and disciplinary boundaries. The idea has been implemented in the last two or three years because I became free to turn my attention to it. As to its success, when I was in Butterworths, which had a hundred journals, I used to say in public quite often that it took five to seven years for a journal to break even. LOGOS is not proving an exception. On the other hand, by its nature, it does not seek large numbers. The number of subscriptions is limited partly by the present climate, when more subscriptions are being cancelled than initiated, and partly by the fact that people subscribe most readily to journals which cater to their specific interests. However, I am satisfied that the influence of LOGOS is greater than its numbers, because of the high quality of the contributors and readers. While the subscriptions are counted in hundreds, the readers run to thousands, through offprints and photocopies.
LAPT: You have described your advisory board as "... a unique cadre of people of diverse backgrounds, but common interests, who have not previously been linked together." [2] Can you tell me more about them and what role they play with the journal? You have some unique requirements for your editorial board members. Could you share those policies and your thoughts in setting them with our readers?
Graham: The Advisory Board almost picked itself. I simply approached publishers, librarians, booksellers etc. who are prominent, concerned, and thoughtful, in the principal publishing countries. Their contribution to the journal has been significant, but uneven. They are all on a three-year term, and I am now in the process of replacing some, and asking others to renew their terms.
LAPT: I am fascinated by what you see as your guiding philosophy of LOGOS.
You have stated that "LOGOS articles will ... be based on experience and written out of a sense of conviction. While I will receive and welcome material in finished or synoptic form, my duty is to identify topics and write to prospective contributors whose reputation and records suggest they have something to say." [3] How do you identify these contributors?
Graham:
The contributors also pick themselves. They are simply the top people, or likely to become top people, in their particular fields. The problem is not to find them, but to persuade them to write. Although all are in the word business, few of them are professional writers. I have found that the typical LOGOS article falls into four parts -some history, some personal experience, critical analysis of the subject, and a view of the future. We are able to offer strong editorial collaboration and plenty of scope, since we are flexible as to length. I very seldom have to cut pieces, although I streamline them. I quite often have to draw more material out of contributors.
LAPT: I am intrigued by the LOGOS Royalty Trust Fund, which you established in conjunction with the journal. Can you explain how that works? Do you believe that it could be a model for other publications?
The LOGOS Royalty Trust Fund is still a gleam in my eye, because the journal has not yet broken even. When it does break even, I plan to devote half of my editorial royalties, plus any other contributions I can muster, to causes which are in line with the LOGOS theme. For example, one thing I would like to do as soon as I can is place subscriptions in the hands of key librarians, publishers, and booksellers in developing countries that are short of funds and foreign exchange. I doubt if it could be a model for other publications, unless they belong to not-for-profit bodies. The idea does incidentally illustrate the difference which I see between a professional and a scholarly journal. In a professional journal we are asking people to share their experience with their colleagues. They do not write to embody research, or to build their reputations. Most of them already have reputations! Nor do I ask them to engage in research. They simply write about what they know.
